Abstract. In this paper, we construct explicit eigenfunctions of the local Weil representation on unitary groups of one variable in the p-adic case when p is odd. The idea is to use the lattice model, and the results will be used to compute special values of certain Hecke L-functions in separate papers. We also recover Moen's results on when a local theta lifting from U (1) to itself does not vanish.
Introduction and Notation
Let E/F be a quadratic extension of local fields. If (V, ( , ) ) is an Hermitian space over E, and (W, , ) is a skew-Hermitian space over E, the unitary groups G = G(W ) and G = G(V ) form a reductive dual pair in Sp(W), where W = V ⊗ W has the symplectic form 1 2 tr E/F ( , ) ⊗ , over F . According to a well-known result, this dual pair splits in the metaplectic cover of Sp(W), and thus has a Weil representation ω. We consider the very special case in which dim E V = dim E W = 1. In this case, G ∼ = G = U (1) = E 1 is compact and abelian, where E 1 is the kernel of the norm map N : E * −→ F * . So irreducible representations of G are just characters, and the Weil representation has a direct sum decomposition:
where the sum runs over characters of G, and S(η) is the eigenspace of (G, ω) with eigencharacter η. Two questions arise naturally.
(1) What is dim S(η) ? (2) When S(η) = 0, how do we find an explicit basis? The first question is answered independently by Moen ([Moe] , [Moe2] ), Rogawski ([Ro] ), and Harris, Kudla, and Sweet ([HKS] ). One has dim S(η) ≤ 1. It is equal to 1 if and only if a certain dichotomy condition on root numbers is satisfied ( [HKS, Corollary 8.5] , [Ro, Theorem 1 .1]). Moen gave another sufficient and necessary condition for dim S(η) = 1, case by case, which we will recover in this paper. The second question was answered in [Ya] in terms of classical Hermite functions when F = R. In this paper, we will deal with the second question in the p-adic case with p = 2. Our motivation to construct such an explicit eigenfunction, in addition to its own interest, is that they are needed to compute special central values of certain Hecke L-functions ( [RVY] , [Ya] , [Ya2] ).
Let E/F be a quadratic extension of a p-adic local field with p = 2. We denote the nontrivial Galois automorphism of E/F by x →x. Let E 1 be the kernel of the norm map N . Choose and fix δ ∈ E * − F * such thatδ = −δ. So ∆ = δ 2 ∈ F * . We assume for convenience (possible since p = 2) that δ is a uniformizer of E when E/F is ramified, and a unit when E/F is unramified. Let W = E with the skew-Hermitian form x, y = δxȳ, and let G = G(W ) = E 1 be the isometry group acting on the right. Fix an α ∈ F * , and let V α = E be the corresponding one-dimensional Hermitian space with the Hermitian form (x, y) = αxy and G α = G(V α ) its isometry group, which acts on the left. Let W = V α ⊗ E W ∼ = E with the symplectic form
There is a canonical map
When E/F is unramified, let π = π F = π E be a uniformizer of F and E. When E/F is ramified, let π E = δ and π = ∆; they are uniformizers of of E and F respectively. Let
Fix a nontrivial additive character ψ of F and let ψ E = ψ•tr E/F and ψ = δα 4 ψ E . Then ψ is an additive character of E such that ψ | F is trivial, and
We write n(ψ ) for its conductor, i.e., the smallest integer n such that ψ| π n E OE is trivial.
Given a self-dual O F -lattice of W = E with respect to ψ (section 2), one has a realization of the Weil representation ω ψ of Mp(W) on the space (lattice model)
where S(E) is the space of locally constant functions on E with compact support. We refer the reader to [MVW] and its references for information on the lattice model.
Then L is a self-dual lattice of W = E with respect to ψ. Given w ∈ E, we define a function f w ∈ S(L, ψ) via (2) The characteristic function f 0 of L is the eigenfunction of (G, ω ψ ) with the trivial eigencharacter.
(3) Let η be a nontrivial character of G with (additive) conductor
defines an eigenfunction (unique up to scalar) of (G, ω) with eigencharacter η.
In section 3, we deal with the case where n(ψ ) = 2n − 1 is odd. This can only happen when E/F is unramified. Let π be a uniformizer of F and E. Let G = G 1 × {±1}. LetF be the residue field of F , and let q be the order ofF .
where ( /F ) is the unique nontrivial quadratic character ofF * , γ F is the local Weil index ( [Wei] , [Rao, appendix] ), and
Moreover,
is an eigenfunction (unique up to scalar) of G with eigencharacter η.
Letη 0 be the quadratic character of E * defined byη 0 (z) = (π, zz) F , where (, ) F is the Hilbert symbol over F . Thenη 0 | F * is trivial, and there is a unique quadratic
is an eigenfunction (unique up to scalar) of G with eigencharacter η. If η(−1) = (−1, π) F , then one can take w = 0.
As we mentioned at the beginning, the conditions for η to occur in ω ψ given in this paper were already known to Moen ([Moe] , [Moe2] ).
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Structure of U (1)
The first two lemmas are well-known, and their proofs are straightforward.
, where µ q+1 is the cyclic subgroup of G generated by a primitive (q + 1)th root of 1.
Given a character η of G or G k , the conductor of η is defined to be the smallest integer such that η| Gn = 1. Proposition 1.3. Given an integer n > 1, let ψ n be a fixed additive character of E with conductor π n E O E and ψ n | F = 1. Let k be an integer with
equality holds if and only if
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It is easy to see from (1.2) that c a,k is a character of G k of conductor less than or equal to n. Now assume a ∈ O *
On the other hand, ψ n (a(z +z)) = 1 since a(z +z) ∈ F . So ψ n (2az) = 1 for any z ∈ π n−1
. So c a−a ,k is c u,k with respect to π l E ψ n , and thus has conductor n−k −l by (a). Therefore c a−a ,k = 1 if and only if l = n − k; i.e., a ≡ a mod π n−k E . (c) By (a) and (b), it suffices to show the following identity:
When E/F is unramified, the left hand side of (1.3) is equal to q n−k − q n−k−1 by Lemma 1.1. On the other hand, since
When E/F is ramified, n must be even since π
Corollary 1.4. In the notation of Proposition 1.3, every character χ of G with conductor n > 1 is an extension of a character c a,[
Remark 1.5. We remark that a ∈ O * F in Corollary 1.4 is determined by
Let ψ be a fixed nontrivial additive character of F . Recall that ψ = δα 4 ψ E is trivial on F and
A lattice is self-dual (with respect to ψ) if L ⊥ = L. Given a self-dual lattice L of W, one has a realization of the Weil representation ω ψ of the metaplectic group Mp(W) on the space ( [MVW, II8] )
where S(E) is the space of locally constant functions on E with compact support. Let K = K L = {g ∈ Sp(W) : Lg = L}. Then K is a (maximal) compact subgroup of Sp(W) and splits trivially in Mp(W). The corresponding Weil representation of K on S(L, ψ) is given by right multiplication, i.e.
For the rest of this section, we assume that n(ψ ) = 2n is even and write L = L n . We also fix a uniformizer π E of E. Since G = G(W) preserves L n , G ⊂ K splits in Mp(W) trivially, and the corresponding Weil representation ω of G on S(L, ψ) is given via ω(g)f (z) = f(zg) for any g ∈ G, f ∈ S(L, ψ), and z ∈ E. (2.4) Given w ∈ W , we define
o t h e r w i s e . (2.5) Then f w ∈ S(L n , ψ), and it is characterized by the conditions supp(f ) = w + L n and f (w) = 1. Given a ∈ O E and k ≥ 0, let
For every g ∈ G, one has
Lemma 2.4. (i) Given w 1 , w 2 ∈ E, the one-dimensional spaces Cf w1 = Cf w2 if and only if w 1 ≡ w 2 mod L n .
(ii) Given a 1 , a 2 ∈ O * E and k 1 , k 2 ≥ 0, Cf a1,k1 = Cf a2,k2 if and only if k 1 = k 2 and a 1 ≡ a 2 mod π k E Proof. Claim (ii) follows from (i). If Cf w1 = Cf w2 , then supp(f w1 ) = supp(f w2 ). So w 1 ≡ w 2 mod L n . Conversely if w 1 ≡ w 2 mod L n , then a simple calculation gives
Then Lemma 2.4 and formula (2.7) imply the following:
Corollary 2.5. One has the G-invariant decompositions
In particular, the characteristic function f 0 of L n is the eigenfunction of G with the trivial eigencharacter.
Given an integer k > 0, let Proof. It is a simple calculation. Indeed, given g ∈ G k ,
Theorem 2.7. Let the notation be as above.
defines an eigenfunction of G (via ω) with eigencharacter η. Otherwise, η does not occur in the Weil representation ω.
(
Proof. By Lemma 2.6, η(g)f ag,k = η(g)ω(g −1 )f a,k depends only on the residue class gG k , and thus φ η is well-defined. Obviously ω(g)φ η = η(g)φ η . One has also φ η = 0, since the supp(f ag,k ) are disjoint from each other when g varies in G/G k . This proves the first part of claim (i). By Corollary 2.5,
and
is G-invariant. Note that G k acts on S a,k via c aā,k , and dim S a,k (L, ψ) = |G/G k |. Therefore one has, by comparing dimensions, that
This proves (ii). Now the other claim of (i) is obvious.
We remark that φ η depends on the choice of a. Indeed, if we denote φ η by φ η,a , then φ η,ag = η −1 (g)φ η,a .
Corollary 2.8 (Moen) . Let the notation be as above, and write φ trivial = f 0 . Assume that E/F is unramified and n(ψ ) = 2n is even. Then
where the sum runs over all characters of G of even conductor .
Proof. Since c aā,k has even conductor 2k, any character of G of odd conductor cannot appear in the decomposition (2.13) of G by Theorem 2.7. Now assume that η is a character of G of even conductor 2k. By Corollary 1.4, η| G k = c b,k for some b ∈ O * F . Since E/F is unramified, b = aā for some a ∈ O * E . So η appears in the decomposition (2.13) by Theorem 2.7.
Corollary 2.9 (Moen).
Assume that E/F is ramified. Let η be a character of G. Then (i) The character η has even conductor 2k or 1. When the conductor is even,
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(ii)
When the conductor of η is 2k, the local theta lifting θ Gα (η) does not vanish if and only if b ∈ N E/F O * E . The local theta lifting θ Gα (η) vanishes when the conductor of η is 1.
Eigenfunctions of U (1): continued
In this section, we assume that n(ψ ) = 2n − 1 is odd, where ψ = αδ 4 ψ E . By Lemma 2.3, E = F (δ) is unramified over F . Let π = π E = π F be a uniformizer of both E and F . LetF = O F /πO F be the residue field of F and let q = |F | be the order ofF . One can easily verify the following:
We will use this lattice throughout this section to realize the Weil representation ω ψ of Mp(W) on S(L, ψ). Let G = {g ∈ G : Lg = L}. Then G acts on S(L, ψ) via right multiplication. It is not difficult to verify that
Then r is a lifting of the projective Weil representation of G on S(L, ψ) ( [MVW, II8] ).
As in (2.5), given w ∈ W, we define f w ∈ S(L, ψ) via
Then r(g)f w = f wg −1 for g ∈ G , and
By definition, one has r(g)f w (z) = 0. Now assume
Therefore it is sufficient by definition to prove the following assertion: Given w ∈ L n−1 /L, there is a unique a ∈ L/L n such that ag ∈ w + L. Write
with u, a , x, y ∈ O F . So ag ∈ w + L simply means a y ≡ u mod π. Since y ∈ O * F , a ≡ y −1 u mod π exists and is unique.
Lemma 3.3. Formula (3.2) defines a unitary lifting of the projective Weil representation of G on S(L, ψ).
Proof. It suffices to verify that r(g) is a unitary operator on S(L, ψ). Let r be a unitary lifting of the projective Weil representation of G on S(L, ψ). Then there is a function c(g) : G −→ C such that r(g) = r (g)c(g). In particular,
When g ∈ G , r(g)f 0 = f 0 , and then |c(g)| = 1 by (3.6). When g / ∈ G , one has by Lemma 3.4,
So |c(g)| = 1. Therefore r(g) is unitary.
By Lemma 3.3, r defines a 2-cocycle c :
Proposition 3.4. Given g 1 , g 2 ∈ G, write g 3 = g 1 g 2 and g i = x i + y i δ with
where ψ is the character of the residue fieldF induced by the character ψ = α∆ 2 π 2n−2 ψ : F −→ C 1 , and γ is the local Weil index (an 8th root of 1) defined by Weil ([Wei] , see also [Rao] ). Here we abuse the notation by identifying the residue character of ψ with ψ itself.
So c(g 1 , g 2 ) = 1. Now assume g i / ∈ G for i = 1, 2, 3. Then 1 a g2 (0, bg 1 ) ).
On the other hand,
Here we have used the facts that ψ | F = 1 and that ψ = π 2n−2 δψ | F = α∆ 2 π 2n−2 ψ has conductor πO F as a character of F and can then be viewed as a nontrivial character ofF . Applying [Rao, Theorems A2 and A11] , one has c(g 1 , g 2 ) = γF (y 1 y 2 y 3 ψ ) = γ F ( ∆α 2 y 1 y 2 y 3 ψ).
Theorem 3.5. Given g = x + yδ ∈ G, x, y ∈ O F , let
where ( /F ) is the unique nontrivial quadratic character ofF
gives a splitting of G in Mp(W), where
Proof. Claim (b) follows from (a). By [Rao, A11] , γ F ( ∆α 2 yψ) = γF(yψ ) = (y/F )γF (ψ ), so the two formulas for λ(g) are the same. Write g 3 = g 1 g 2 and g i = x i + y i δ.
If g i / ∈ G , for i = 1, 2, 3, one has, by [Rao, A9] ,
If exactly one of the g i is in G , say g 1 ∈ G , then y 1 ≡ 0 mod π and y 3 = x 1 y 2 + x 2 y 1 ≡ x 1 y 2 mod π. By [Rao, A9] ,
Finally, if g i ∈ G for all i = 1, 2, 3, then y i ≡ 0 mod π and so x 3 ≡ x 1 x 2 mod π.
One has also
Remark 3.6. As Jeffrey Adams and Stephen Kudla pointed out, the Weil representation ω of G constructed in (2.4) and Theorem 3.5 gives rise to a µ 4 -splitting of G in Mp(W), i.e. under some realization Mp(W) = Sp(W) × C 1 , one has a splitting
such that λ(g) ∈ µ 4 = the group of 4th roots of 1. Recently, Adams has found a µ 2 -splitting of G in Mp(W). Note that in the case F = R, there is no µ n -splitting of G in Mp(W) for any integer n ≥ 1.
Lemma 3.7. The Weil representation ω of G has the decomposition:
where
As in section 2,
defines a character of E with conductor π 2k−1 O E , and ψ 2k−1 | F = 1. So, given a ∈ O * F , one has a character c a,k of G k of conductor 2k − 1, defined by (Proposition 1.3) c a,k (g) = ψ 2k−1 (ag) = ψ (−π −2k+2n ag). Proof of Theorem 0.3. First assume that n(η) = 2k − 1 > 1 is odd. By Proposition 1.3, there is a ∈ O * E such that η| G k = c aā,k . By Lemma 3.8, one may assume that a / ∈ δO F + πO F . Applying Lemma 3.8 again, one has that
is an eigenfunction of (G, ω ψ ), with eigencharacter η if it is nonzero. Here f a,k = f aπ −k+n . To check that φ η = 0, it suffice to verify that the supports of ω(g)f a,k and f a,k are disjoint unless g ∈ G k . In fact,
If they are not disjoint, then π −k+n a(1 − g −1 ) ∈ L n−1 , and so g ∈ G k−1 . Write
i.e., (bδ + c)δx ∈ πδO F + O F . So x ∈ πO F and g ∈ G k . Now it remain to prove that if η occurs in ω ψ and n(η) > 1, then n(η) is odd. Obviously,
By Corollary 1.4, {η :
} counts all characters of G of conductor 2k − 1. So the right hand side of (3.13) has dimension
This proves that
Recall that n(η) = 2k − 1 if η| G k = c aā,k for some a ∈ O * E . This completes the proof of Theorem 0.3.
Proof of Theorem 0.4. First note that S 1 (L, ψ) has an orthogonal basis {f w : w ∈ L n−1 /L}:
For each w ∈ L n−1 /L, choose and fix a representative w = π n−1 δu, u ∈ O F . Since |S 1 (L, ψ)| = q and |G/G 1 | = q + 1, the multiplicity one theorem implies that there is a unique character η 0 of G/G 1 such that (3.19) where the sum runs over all characters of G/G 1 with η = η 0 . We need to show that η 0 is the one given in the introduction. Let r be the regular representation of G/G 1 , also viewed as a representation of G. Let ω 1 = ω| S1(L,ψ) . By (3.19), one has r = ω 1 ⊕ η 0 , i.e., char(r) = char(ω 1 ) + η 0 , where char(r) is the character of r. Therefore for any g / ∈ G 1 , one has η 0 (g) = −char(ω 1 )(g). is well-defined and is an eigenfunction of (G, ω) with eigencharacter η if it is nonzero. If it is zero for every w ∈ L n−1 , then g∈G/G1 η(g) −1 ω(g)f = 0 for every f ∈ S 1 (L, ψ). On the other hand, let φ ∈ S 1 (L, ψ) be an eigenfunction of G with eigencharacter η (we have just proved that it exists), and let f = (η(g)λ(g)) −1 .
Since η(g)λ(g) ∈ Q(ζ 2(q+1) ) and √ q / ∈ Q(ζ 2(q+1) ), φ η,0 (0) = 0. Here ζ 2(q+1) is a primitive 2(q + 1)th root of 1.
